
Ron Paul Explains what the FBI/ FISA Memo
Really Tells Us about Our Government
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First, the FBI/ FISA memo demonstrates that there is a ‘deep state’ that does not want
mere elections to threaten its existence. Second, the memo shows us that neither
Republicans nor Democrats care about surveillance abuse of average Americans. Third, war
hawks from both sides of the aisle used ‘Russia-gate’ to build animosity against Russia
and bigger defense budgets for the Military-Industrial Complex. Paul advises: Be
skeptical of both parties.

Former FBI Agent Says the Agency Eventually
Will Destroy Trump
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Phil Mudd, a former CIA and FBI agent, says he believes the FBI will make sure the
agency eventually comes out on top in a head-to-head battle with the president. Mudd
says the bureau is angry about the release of the FISA memo and about Trump’s criticism
of the FBI. Last year, Mudd said the “government’s gonna kill this guy”

President Trump Says He Wants to Unite
America “Without a Major Event”
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Trump said: “I would love to be able to bring back our country into a great form of
unity,” Then he added: “Without a major event where people pull together, that’s hard to
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do. But I would like to do it without that major event, because usually that major event
is not a good thing.” He is referring to an event like Pearl Harbor or 9/11. One can
only wonder if the President has been briefed on the possibility of another Pearl Harbor
or 9/11 with the result that he would have no choice, as the nation’s leader, but to
establish the kind of unity that comes with public fear and martial law. Now we know
that this possibility is on his mind.

New FBI Director Christopher Wray Is
Already Covering for the Deep State
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Newly appointed FBI Director Christopher Wray was questioned by Congress whether
investigator Mueller and FBI agent, Peter Strzok, turned the Democrats’ opposition
dossier against Trump into an intelligence report to get a warrant to spy on the Trump
campaign. Wray refuses to release the documents that would show if this suspicion is
true or false.

Former CIA Chief Admits the Deep State Is
Withholding Intelligence from Trump
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In an interview with Politico, Michael Morell, the acting director of the CIA from
2012-2013, said he became political during the last presidential race, endorsed Hillary
Clinton, and criticized the new President. Morell admitted that the CIA was withholding
daily briefs from Trump, which he was supposed to receive from the moment he became the
president-elect.

Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s
Investigation of Michael Flynn Could Be More
Damaging to Mueller Than to Flynn
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Flynn was hired by the Turkish government to gather information on Fethullah Gulen, a
radical Islamic cleric who has links to terrorism. Flynn’s investigation was perfectly
legal. However, when Mueller was head of the FBI, he closed down the FBI’s own
investigation of Gulen and quashed the testimony of an FBI whistleblower who tried to
expose these facts.

US Deep State Foreign Policy of
Assassination and DisInfo Implicates
Hillary, Obama, Mueller and More!
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Hillary Clinton, the DNC, Barack Obama, the CIA, the deep state, Robert Mueller, and
George Soros are complicit in a coup de’tat to oust the governments of Ukraine and
Syria.

President Trump Approves Release of JFK
Documents that May Reveal Deep State’s Role
in Assassination
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This article contains many facts about the assassination that contradict the official
story. It is anticipated that these facts that were covered up will be topics of the
documents to be released.

Former CIA Director John Brennan Advocates a
Mutiny Or Coup d’état Against President
Trump
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He said that if Trump fores Mueller, it is the obligation of the officials in the
executive branch to refuse to carry out his orders.

Evidence That Attorney General Sessions Is
Another Mole in The Trump Administration
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We ask again why President Trump would select people for high office who are known
loyalists to the Clintons, and who was the influential person who convinced him to do
so? Did Trump make a campaign promise with someone like Henry Kissinger?

General McMaster Purges Key Trump Allies
from White House
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The entrenched bureaucracies are trying to solidify control over all policies relating
to sovereignty, war, and international affairs.

Intelligence Agencies Are Usurping the
American Republic to Implement Their
Political Agendas
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Strategic political leaks by intelligence agencies, the deep state and media allies that
are designed to oust the Trump presidency should be investigated instead.


